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Overview: Strategic Coordination
• Outreach fundamental to NSF mission
• Rationale for this session
• Consider/communicate benefits – outreach enterprise
• Consider demand on staff resources/travel budgets
• Making decision about emphasizing our relationships 

with specific external organizations

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Talking PointsOutreach is fundamental to fulfilling NSF’s mission.Within BFA and across NSF we conduct outreach on many different levels, and we devote a lot of staff time and other agency resources to it.The rationale for this session is to hear your advice on opportunities to build on what we already do and consider whether developing an interconnected strategy is necessary for our overall outreach enterprise.As leadership and staff continue to change it becomes increasingly important to consider and communicate the benefits of our outreach activities and how they align with NSF culture.At the same time, we want to make sure that we our outreach activities support both the research community, as well as make effective use of NSF resources, considering the demand on staff time and limited travel budgets.And given these stressors on our resources, how much should we emphasize our relationships with specific external organizations and how do we make those decisions, considering the opportunity costs of missing time with other underrepresented stakeholders. However, we may not have time this session to get into each of these relationships.We pose four questions for the Committee to consider as you hear about our current outreach activities:Should NSF create a way to document and share the agency’s overarching outreach enterprise both internally and externally? Is NSF making effective use of its opportunities to conduct outreach? Are there additional prioritization strategies to consider?How should we manage the demand on staff time required to conduct outreach?Is NSF effectively using virtual technologies for outreach? Now we will hear an overview from three NSF experts who will talk about outreach from a broad to a micro level, starting with our Office of Legislative & Public Affairs and then moving on to our Policy Office and our Division of Financial Management in BFA. They will share how, when and where NSF conducts outreach to the research community, including a description of their respective strategies.  Rachel will respond, kicking off the discussion.  Please hold your questions for our panelist until the end.   
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Questions to consider:
– Should NSF create a way to document and share 

the agency’s overarching outreach enterprise 
both internally and externally? 

– Is NSF making effective use of its opportunities to 
conduct outreach? Are there additional 
prioritization strategies to consider?

– How should we manage the demand on staff time 
required to conduct outreach?

– Is NSF effectively using virtual technologies for 
outreach?
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